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FIRST-ORDER OPTICAL ANALYSIS OF A QUASI-MICROSCOPE
FOR PLANETARY LANDERS
By Friedrich O. Huck, Archibald R. Sinclair,
and Ernest E. Burcher
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
A first-order geometrical optics analysis of a facsimile camera augmented with an
auxiliary lens as magnifier is presented. This concept, called quasi-micros cope, bridges
the gap between surface resolutions of the order of 1 to 10 mm which can be obtained
directly with planetary lander cameras and resolutions of the order of 0.2 to 10 fj.m which
can be obtained only with relatively complex microscopes. A facsimile camera is con-
sidered in the analysis; however, the analytical results can also be applied to television
and film cameras.
It is found that quasi-microscope resolutions in the range from 10 to 100 fjun are
obtainable with current state-of-the-art lander facsimile cameras. For the Viking lander
camera having an angular resolution of 0.04°, which is considered herein as a specific
example, the best achievable resolution would be about 20 p.m. The preferred approach
to increase the resolution of the quasi-microscope would be, if possible, through an
increase in angular resolution of the camera. A twofold to threefold improvement in
resolution could also be achieved with a special camera focus position, but this approach
tends to require larger and heavier auxiliary optics.
INTRODUCTION
Visual imaging of the terrain surrounding a lunar or planetary lander is generally
accepted to be of primary importance, as is amply demonstrated by the U.S.S.R. Luna
(refs. 1 and 2) and Lunakhod (ref. 3) and the U.S.A. Surveyor (ref. 4) and Viking (ref. 5)
spacecraft. Surface resolutions obtainable with the imaging systems on these spacecraft
have been limited to about 1 to 10 mm, although higher resolutions would have been very
desirable. The scientific value of obtaining a 10-jnm resolution from lander missions to
Mars, for example, has been particularly stressed by the Space Science Board on
Planetary Exploration (ref. 6). However, because of the wide depth of field requirements,
significant improvements in lander camera resolution are difficult to achieve (ref. 7).
Microscopes with resolutions in the range from 0.2 to 10 |Ltm have been investigated
and proposed for planetary missions (refs. 8, 9, and 10). Such instruments could gather
extremely valuable scientific data but would require very complex designs, especially
when multiple sample preparation and high resolutions are to be obtained.
To bridge the gap between the high resolutions which can be obtained only with com-
plex microscope designs and the relatively low surface resolutions which can be obtained
with current state-of-the-art lander cameras, a quasi-microscope concept is introduced.
The quasi-microscope consists of a lander camera augmented with a simple optical device
used as a magnifier. The auxiliary optics are not allowed to constrain the normal opera-
tion of the camera in surveying the surrounding terrain and are required only to be within
view of the camera.
This paper presents a first-order geometrical optics analysis of the basic perfor-
mance capabilities and limitations of such a quasi-microscope and some photographs to
demonstrate the validity of this concept. A facsimile camera is considered in the analy-
sis; however, the analytical results can be directly applied to television and film cameras
by defining an effective instantaneous field of view, or angular resolution, for these devices
analogous to that of the facsimile camera.
SYMBOLS
A quasi-microscope object area, m2
c distance between auxiliary lens and camera lens, m
D lens diameter, m
da diameter of quasi-microscope picture element, or quasi-microscope
resolution, m
dc diameter of camera photosensor pinhole, m
f lens focal length, m
k distance between camera lens and scanning mirror, m
P distance from lens, m
AJ? depth of field or focus, m
m^ longitudinal magnification
mj. transverse magnification
/3 instantaneous field of view of camera, rad or deg
6 angular diameter of first dark ring in camera lens diffraction pattern, rad
or deg
A wavelength, m
0 number of unvignetted pixels per line scan across center of auxiliary lens
w angle which camera mirror can scan across center of auxiliary lens without
vignetting, deg or rad
Subscripts:
a auxiliary lens
c camera lens
1 virtual image
p primary
s secondary
Prime with a symbol indicates that Pa = fa and ,CC = fc.
ANALYSIS
The purpose of this section is to review briefly optical properties of the facsimile
camera and then to formulate optical properties of the facsimile camera augmented with
an auxiliary lens as magnifier, that is, of the quasi-microscope. Only first-order geo-
metrical optics are considered.
Optical Properties of the Facsimile Camera
The facsimile camera consists basically of a radiometer and a scanning mechanism,
as is illustrated in figure 1. The objective lens of the radiometer captures light and
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transmits it through a pinhole to a photosensor which transduces it into an electrical sig-
nal. To image a scene, the scanning mechanism generates vertical line scans by a nod-
ding or rotating mirror and provides proper spacing between successive line scans by
rotating the line-scan and radiometer assembly in azimuth.
The two performance parameters of the facsimile camera important to this analysis
are instantaneous field of view, or angular resolution, expressed as
(1)
and depth of focus (ref. 7) given by
2£_d_ d.
= 2£c — (2)
For these relations to be valid, the effect of diffraction by the lens must be small.
This condition is assured if, for a diffraction- limited lens, the angular diameter Q of
the first dark ring in the diffraction pattern is smaller than the instantaneous field of
view /3, that is, if
where X is the longest wavelength to which the camera photosensor responds.
Since lander cameras are generally required to image from 1 or 2 m to infinity, the
focus positions of the pinholes are located so that ic = fc. Whether one or several focus
positions are required depends on the instantaneous field of view or angular resolution,
lens diameter, and depth of field. A performance analysis of the facsimile camera (ref. 7)
has shown that current state -of -the art in solid-state photosensor/preamplifier designs
generally limits the camera angular resolution to about 0.1° for a single focus position
and to about 0.02° for multiple, fixed focus positions (the Viking lander camera, for exam-
ple, has an angular resolution of 0.04° and four focus steps).
Optical Properties of the Quasi-Microscope
A basic quasi-microscope system is shown in figure 2. The auxiliary lens is located
remotely from the facsimile camera and performs the function of a magnifier. The sample
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to be imaged is placed on the object side of the auxiliary lens, and the facsimile camera
images the virtual image.
The geometrical performance parameters which describe important properties of
the quasi-microscope are transverse and longitudinal magnification, resolution, depth of
field, and number of unvignetted picture elements (pixels). Object area is included for
completeness. Details of derivations are given in the appendix; only the more important
analytical expressions are presented here.
Transverse and longitudinal magnification.- The transverse magnification of the
combined auxiliary lens and camera lens is
fc(C - fa) - *c(c - fa - fc)
mt = — -  -  -  - (4a)
For the special case when the object is placed at the focal distance of the auxiliary
lens (j£a = fa) and the facsimile camera is focused at or near infinity (s.c ~ fc), equa-
tions (4) reduce to
The longitudinal magnification is given by
2 fc(c - fa) - *c(C " fa " fc)
=- -  ±- L (6)
Resolution. - By the definition of transverse magnification, the resolution of the
quasi-microscope may be written
where m^ is given by equations (4). For the special case when j?a = fa and £c = fc,
then raj = ml (eq. (5)), dc = /3fc, and equation (7) becomes
(8)
mt
It may be of interest to know the increase in resolution achieved with the auxiliary
lens over the resolution obtained without the lens. This increase may be given by the
magnifying power MP of the auxiliary lens which is defined as the ratio of the angle sub-
tended by the auxiliary lens image at the facsimile camera to the angle subtended by the
object, or
fa(*a + c)MP = - il - L - (9)
+ c -
For the special case when fa = j£a,
=^-^ (10)
Depth of field.- For a camera depth of focus A£c, the depth of field of the quasi-
microscope A£a becomes from the definition of longitudinal magnification
A£r
A£a~ (ID8.
where A£c is given by equation (2) and m^ is given by equation (6).
For the special case when fa = fa and d c = fc, the depth of field becomes
ff (12)
Number of unvignetted pixels.- Since the auxiliary lens forms an out-of-focus field
stop, the edge of the field of view is vignetted. The angle co (in rad) which the camera
mirror can scan through the center of the auxiliary lens without vignetting is obtained
from the following equation:
°c
where k is the distance from camera lens to scanning mirror. Generally, c » k,
and k can be neglected. For the special case when £a = fa,
For an instantaneous field of view /3, the total number of unvignetted pixels per line scan
through the center of the auxiliary lens is
n = | (is)
and the total number of unvignetted pixels per frame is -j O^.
Object area.- Knowledge of the object area is required to determine the necessary
illumination for the sample. On the basis of the foregoing results, the object area which
needs to be evenly illuminated is
where u> is given by equation (13) and mj is given by equations (4).
EVALUATION OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS
The results presented in the analysis are now evaluated. The evaluation is pre-
sented in three parts. First, the transverse magnification is explored to gain a general
insight into the performance of the quasi-microscope as a function of camera design, aux-
iliary lens parameters, and distance between camera lens and auxiliary lens. Second,
quasi-microscope designs which do not impose special requirements on the camera design
are examined in more detail. The Viking lander camera is considered as a specific exam-
ple. Finally, this constraint is lifted and quasi-microscope designs which impose special
requirements on the camera design are further investigated.
Transverse Magnification
In order to investigate the effect of camera focus position and auxiliary lens location,
it is convenient to rewrite the expression for the transverse magnification given by equa-
tions (4) in the form
mThe parameter ml (eq. (5)) is the transverse magnification when Lc = fc.
Figure 3 presents variations 1 of m^. with the distance between the camera lens and
auxiliary lens c and with £c/fc, where ic is the distance between the camera lens
and detector pinhole and fc is the camera lens focal length. Assumed are fc = 9 cm
and f a = 3 cm; hence, m[ = — = 3.
*a
If the auxiliary lens is not allowed to obstruct the general field of view of the cam-
era, then the distance c between the camera lens and auxiliary lens must generally be
larger than about 20 cm, and hence larger than the sum of the focal lengths of the two
lenses (i.e., c > fa + fc). Under this constraint, several conclusions about the quasi -
microscope can be drawn, as follows:
(1) When — > 1, nij. increases as c decreases.
fc
(2) When —- = 1, m^. is independent of c.
(3) When —- < 1, m^ increases as c increases.
ft c
(4) The transverse magnification m^ is higher for -£ < 1 than for -^- > 1.
*c *c
Facsimile cameras are generally designed to image from 1 or 2 m to infinity, so
that —- = 1. This case is discussed in detail in the next section. Since considerably
higher transverse magnifications are possible when — < 1 (which would impose an addi-
tional focus requirement on the facsimile camera design), this case is further examined
in a subsequent section.
Quasi-Microscope Designs Which do not Impose a Focus Requirement
on Facsimile Camera Designs
As previously noted, quasi-microscope designs do not impose a special focus
requirement on facsimile camera designs when —- = 1. It follows from figure 3 that
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best resolution can then be achieved when SLC = fc, and consequently when £a = fa. Actu-
ally, facsimile cameras are generally not required to focus exactly at infinity but contain
infinity within their depth of field. This is, for example, true for the Viking lander cam-
era (ref. 5). However, as will be illustrated, the resultant effect on quasi-microscope
performance is generally small.
Inspection of equation (8) reveals that best quasi-microscope resolution is achieved
when the focal length of the auxiliary lens fa is small, and inspection of equation (14)
reveals that the maximum number of unvignetted pixels is obtained when the diameter of
this lens Da is large. It is, therefore, desirable that the auxiliary lens focal ratio
fa/Da be small. It is assumed herein that lenses with focal ratios as small as unity are
available for the required magnifying function without grave distortions. (This assump-
tion was confirmed by tests which are described later.)
The performance of the quasi-microscope under these conditions is plotted in fig-
ure 4. The left vertical axes of these performance curves are given in terms of the
instantaneous field of view /3, lens diameter of the facsimile camera Dc, and the dis-
tance between the camera lens and auxiliary lens c. The right vertical axes are given
in terms of the high-resolution imaging mode of the Viking lander camera and a distance
between the auxiliary lens and camera lens c of 100 cm.
Pertinent Viking lander camera design characteristics (from ref. 5) are as follows:
Instantaneous field of view, |3 0.04°
Objective lens diameter, Dc 0.95 cm
Objective lens focal length, fc 5.3 cm
Far field focus position 13.3 m
The results shown in figure 4 assume that £a = fa and SLC = fc, whereas generally
Lc > fc. That the resulting discrepancy may often be small is illustrated for the Viking
lander camera. One of the four focus steps of this camera is focused at a distance of
13.3 m and includes infinity as one extreme of the depth of field. For the camera lens
focal length fc of 5.3 cm, the pinhole distance from the lens SLC is 5.321 cm. Equating
equations (4a) and (4b) gives the proper distance between object and auxiliary lens as a
function of Hc as
c
 -
 fa - fc '('- f2f2a1cfc(c - fa) - *c(c - fa - fc)
Assuming, for example, in the foregoing equation that fa = 3 cm results in
£a = 2.993 cm. Using equations (4) gives m^ = 1.649, and using equation (7) gives
da = 22.5 ju.ni. This value of da is very close to da = 21 jam obtained under the
assumption that £a = fa and ic = fc. It is clear from figure 3 that this discrepancy
would decrease for smaller values of c and increase for larger values.
Two general observations can be made from these results:
First, it is desirable to place the auxiliary lens as close as possible to the camera
since the number of pixels is inversely proportional to the distance c.
Second, if the choice is available, it is preferable to achieve high resolution by the
use of a narrow camera instantaneous field of view /3 rather than by the use of a small
auxiliary lens focal length fa. The reason is twofold: (1) The number of unvignetted
pixels can be increased both by narrowing /3 and by widening Da f ~faj. (2) The depth
of field A£a can be increased, since A£a is linearly proportional to /3, but as the
square to fa.
Specific results for the Viking lander camera show that the best realizable quasi-
microscope resolution with this camera is about 20 /urn, using a fa = Da = 3 cm auxil-
iary lens. Since the best resolution otherwise obtainable with this camera is 1.2 mm (at
a distance of 1.7 m), resolution has been increased by a factor of 60. The corresponding
depth of field is 120 fim. The auxiliary lens should be placed as close as possible to the
camera to assure that a sufficient number of pixels is obtained. At a distance of 50 cm,
for example, 56 pixels per line would be obtained through the center of the auxiliary lens,
or about 2460 pixels per frame.
Quasi-Microscope Designs Which Impose a Special Focus Requirement
on Facsimile Camera Designs
The transverse magnification of the quasi-microscope can be increased by allowing
ic /fc to be less than 1 and, consequently, by imposing special focus requirements on
facsimile camera designs. The Viking lander camera objective lens parameters and
instantaneous field of view are considered herein as a specific example; otherwise, the
camera itself is assumed to have a complete freedom of focusing.
Plotted in figure 5 are the variations of quasi-microscope depth of field (as given by
eq. (11)) and number of unvignetted pixels per line scan across the center of the auxiliary
lens (eqs. (13) and (15)) with resolution (eq. (7)). The performance characteristics of the
quasi-microscope are illustrated in figure 5(a) for /3 = 0.04° and c = 100 cm, in fig-
ure 5(b) for 0 = 0.04° and c = 50 cm, and in figure 5(c) for ft = 0.02° and c = 50 cm.
These curves show that improvements in resolution and an increase in number of unvi-
gnetted pixels can be gained with a special camera focus position, approximately a factor
of 2 to 3 either in resolution or in number of unvignetted pixels per line scan. However,
to gain this improvement requires, in addition to the extra camera focus position, a longer
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focal length auxiliary lens. Since the auxiliary lens diameter is assumed to be equal to
the focal length, this requirement would result in the use of physically larger, and hence
heavier, lenses.
AUXILIARY LENS TESTS
The analysis revealed that very low focal-ratio auxiliary lenses are required to
obtain high quasi-microscope resolutions, and the analytical results assumed focal ratios
equal to unity. The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that readily available lenses
with low focal ratios, although not specifically designed for this purpose, can operate in
the required quasi-microscope mode without excessive aberrations. Since only the per-
formance of the auxiliary lens and objective lens configuration is of interest, it is advan-
tageous to use a film camera with a high-resolution film rather than a facsimile camera
which would yield a lower resolution. The effect of the facsimile camera photosensor
aperture and line-scan process on the resultant image has been analyzed elsewhere
(ref. 11) and is not an important factor in this investigation.
The objective lens of the film camera was selected to be similar to that of the
Viking lander camera and has a focal length fc of 5.1 cm and an aperture diameter DC
of 0.91 cm. Two auxiliary lenses are investigated. Both lenses have a focal ratio of
0.78; one lens has a focal length fa of 2.5 cm (Da = 3.2 cm) and the other, 6.5 cm
(Da = 8.3 cm). Together, these two focal lengths cover the more important part of the
range of focal length encompassed by the analytical results.
The experimental setup of film camera, auxiliary lens, and test target is shown in
figure 6. The distance between the camera lens and auxiliary lens is maintained at
100 cm for all tests. The two test targets are shown in figure 7. Regular patterns were
used so that aberrations would readily be revealed. The dot pattern target was selected
because the size of detail was convenient for the range of resolutions obtained with the two
lenses. The screen target was selected because the width of the screen lines is 10 pim
which is about the highest resolution practical for this quasi-microscope concept.
Quasi-microscope images obtained with the 2.5-cm and 6.5-cm focal length auxil-
iary lenses are shown in figures 8 and 9, respectively. In figures 8(a), 8(b), and 9(a), the
targets are placed at the focal point of the auxiliary lens (4a = fa) and the camera is
focused at infinity (S.c = fc). This configuration represents the condition which does not
impose any special focus requirements on lander camera designs. The condition which
does impose a special focus requirement on lander camera designs is shown in figure 9(b).
The target is placed for this test 0.3 cm beyond the focal point of the auxiliary lens
(£a = 6.8 cm) and the camera is focused beyond infinity (&c < fc).
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These photographs demonstrate that the analytically predicted resolutions for the
quasi-microscope concept are achievable. All the photographs show a decrease in reso-
lution and contrast toward the edges of the image due to vignetting (as was predicted by
the first-order geometrical optics analysis) and off-axis aberrations. Furthermore,
figure 9(b) reveals that blurring and distortions caused by aberrations, as well as vignett-
ing, increase significantly when resolution is increased by moving the target beyond the
focal point of the auxiliary lens.
A logical follow-on investigation would be to predict the extent to which aberrations
can be reduced in auxiliary lenses specifically designed for the quasi-microscope concept.
Such a prediction would require a third-order geometrical optics analysis which is beyond
the scope of this paper.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A first-order geometrical optics analysis was presented of the performance achiev-
able with a facsimile camera augmented with an auxiliary lens as magnifier, an arrange-
ment called quasi-microscope. The performance parameters of importance were
resolution, depth of field, and number of unvignetted picture elements (pixels). Quasi-
microscope images of test targets were also presented to demonstrate the validity of
assumptions made to obtain analytical results.
Results of the analysis led to the following general conclusions:
1. Quasi-microscope resolutions ranging between 10 to 100 jum are obtainable with
current state-of-the-art facsimile cameras.
2. It is always advantageous to use an auxiliary lens with a small focal ratio and to
place this lens as close as possible to the camera.
3. The most attractive approach to increase the quasi-microscope performance is,
if possible, through an increase in the angular resolution of the facsimile camera.
Increase in angular camera resolution by a certain factor increases both the quasi-
microscope resolution and the number of pixels per line scan by the same factor. How-
ever, the depth of field is also decreased by this factor.
4. A twofold to threefold improvement in either resolution or number of unvignetted
pixels per line scan can be achieved by use of a special focus position (focus beyond infin-
ity) in the facsimile camera. However, this approach tends to require larger and heavier
auxiliary lenses.
As a specific example, it was found that the best achievable resolution with the
Viking lander camera having an angular resolution of 0.04° would be about 20 jim, but
with a very small number of unvignetted pixels. A more practical resolution would be
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40 /im with a 6-cm focal length auxiliary lens. The corresponding depth of field would be
500 jLtm, and the total number of unvignetted pixels per frame would be 15 400 for a dis-
tance between camera and auxiliary lens of 50 cm.
Experimental results obtained with two readily available low focal-ratio (f/0.78)
lenses as magnifiers revealed some blurring and distortion toward the edge of the image
due to off-axis aberrations of the auxiliary lens, in addition to the vignetting predicted by
the first-order geometrical optics analysis. This blurring and distortion increased sig-
nificantly when an increase in resolution was sought by use of a special camera focus
position. A third-order geometrical optics analysis would be required to predict more
accurately the performance and requirements of auxiliary lenses specifically designed
for this quasi-micros cope concept.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Hampton, Va., January 15, 1973.
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APPENDIX
SINGLE -LENS EQUIVALENT FOR QUASI- MICROSCOPE
Performance equations for the quasi-microscope are most conveniently derived by
using a single-lens equivalent of the auxiliary lens and camera lens. To construct a
single-lens equivalent, it must be assumed that both the auxiliary lens and camera lens
are positioned normal to a common optical center line. This condition is not strictly true
since the image is formed by a scanning mirror located between the two lenses. However,
the angle over which the magnified image is scanned is very small and any errors are
therefore also small and are neglected. The geometrical relationships necessary for
constructing a single-lens equivalent for two thin lenses, as illustrated in figure 10, are
presented in several publications (see, for example, ref. 12). The derivation of these
relationships is performed in this appendix for convenient reference.
Shown in figure ll(a) is the geometry for constructing the primary and secondary
principal planes, PPP and SPP, and for determining the primary and secondary focal
points, Fp and Fs. From an arbitrarily selected point (T) on the left side of the auxiliary
lens, a ray is drawn to point (2), parallel to the optical axis. The auxiliary lens refracts
the ray through its focal point to point (3). Then the camera lens refracts the ray through
point (4) toward the optical axis. Point (4) is the intersection of the camera lens focal
plane and a ray drawn through the center of this lens and parallel to ray 2,3. The inter-
section of ray 3,4 with the optical axis defines the secondary focal point Fs, and the inter-
section of ray 3,4 with an extension of ray 1,2 defines a point in the secondary principal
plane, SPP.
From point @, a ray is now drawn to point (s), parallel to the optical axis. The
camera lens refracts the ray through its focal point to point (?). Then the auxiliary lens
refracts the ray through point (8) toward the optical axis. The same procedure was used
to construct point (8) as was used to construct point (4). The intersection of ray 7,8 with
the optical axis defines the primary focal point Fp, and the intersection of ray 7,8 with
ray 1,2 defines a point in the primary principal plane, PPP.
A part of the construction rays of figure ll(a) which are centered around the camera
lens is shown in figure ll(b) to facilitate the derivation of relationships between the two
lenses and the single-lens equivalent. The following two relationships are apparent:
fa fs
— = tr- (A1)c hs
fp ho - fe - fp
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Solving equation (Al) for the distance hs yields one of the desired results
(A3)
Solving equation (A2) for the secondary focal length fs and substituting equation (A3) for
hs yields the other desired result
(A4)
- (fa + f c)
If the construction rays of figure ll(a) which are centered around the auxiliary lens
were similarly investigated, then the following relationships would also become apparent:
h = c (A5)
fafc
 (A6)
x
- (fa + f c)
Comparing equations (A4) and .(A6) shows that fs = fp.
By using the foregoing equations, the single-lens equivalent of the quasi-microscope
can be constructed as shown in figure ll(b). It may be noted that the light appears to be
emitted from the image and to be incident on the object. This does not, however, limit
the use of the single-lens equivalent in any way.
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Figure 2.- Quasi-microscope.
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Figure 3.- Variation of transverse magnification with distance between camera
lens and auxiliary lens for different values of
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Figure 4.-Quasi-microscope performance when j?a = fa = Da and £c = fc. Right-
hand ordinate values are for Viking lander camera and c = 100 cm.
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Figure 5.- Variation with resolution of depth of field and number of unvignetted pixels per
line scan across center of auxiliary lens. Camera is assumed to have freedom of
focus. Camera lens parameters are Dc = 0.95 cm and fc = 5.3 cm.
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(b) 0 = 0.04°; c = 50 cm.
Figure 5.- Continued.
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Figure 5.- Concluded.
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Figure 6.- Illustration of experimental setup, consisting of
film camera, auxiliary lens, and target.
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(a) Dot pattern target.
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Figure 7.- Illustration of test targets.
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(a) Dot pattern target.
L-73-212
(b) Screen target.
Figure 8.- Quasi-microscope images obtained with the 2.5-cm focal length (f/0.78)
auxiliary lens. The targets are located at focal point of auxiliary lens and the
camera is focused at infinity.
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(a) Dot pattern target is located at focal point of auxiliary lens
and the camera is focused at infinity.
L-73-213
(b) Dot pattern target is located 6.8 cm from auxiliary lens
and the camera is focused beyond infinity.
Figure 9.- Quasi-microscope images obtained with the 6.5-cm focal
length (f/0.78) auxiliary lens.
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Figure 10.- Single-lens equivalent of quasi-microscope.
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(a) Construction of primary and secondary principal planes PPP and SPP, and
determination of primary and secondary focal points Fp and Fs.
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(b) Illustration of geometrical relationships for determining distance hs
and the secondary focal length fs.
Figure 11.- Geometry for deriving single-lens equivalent of two lenses.
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